**Software Development Engineer Intern**

**The stage/The Gig:** Software Engineering

Flipkart is made of people who love being themselves and their independence of thoughts pave way for disruptive innovation on tech, biz and ops fronts.

We are looking for engineers who are well rounded - quality conscious, product thinkers, and business cognizant and smart - not mere coders. Engineers get to significantly amplify their impact with the scale that Flipkart operates at. The same scale also demands the engineers to produce super-efficient solutions.

Flipsters’ area of work includes advanced information-retrieval algorithms, massive scalability, elastic storage, predictive analytics, fraud detection, inventory planning, supply chain planning, and large-scale applications that enrich the user experience, to name a few.

**Your Part (Must Have):**

The Software Engineer’s core responsibilities will be to develop object-oriented models and design data structures for new software projects and implement business logic and data models with suitable class design. You will work on collaborating with peers on all elements of the development process. It requires you to follow industry coding standards and create appropriate technical documentation.

**Your Array (Must Have):**

**Coding / PS / DS / Algo**

- Strong problem solving skills.
- Ability to work with abstractions and comprehend fuzzy problem statements.
- Should have the penchant for solving complex and interesting problems.
- Strong foundation in computer science, with strong competencies in Data Structures and Algorithms
- Ability to apply knowledge of DS and Algorithms in solving real world problems. Design data structures and craft algorithms to solve complex business problems.
- Excellent coding skills. Strong command over at least one general programming language (Java / C / C++ / Ruby / Clojure / Scala etc)
- Application of programming language constructs in building highly complex and scalable business applications.

**Our Responsibility**

Working with the market leader, engineers at Flipkart mostly solve challenges-never-seen-before. The environment makes receptive people with open mind and a drive of ownership to succeed and create impact. The excitement gets further fuelled with the impact of flipsters’ work felt and complimented by friends and family in India. To give you an awesome experience we ensure that:

- Every intern gets a buddy, mentor and Manager to guide intellectually and technically during the internship
- Project assignments get documented and progress is evaluated in appropriate intervals
- Tech talks, senior management interactions and Hackathons become part of life
- Rewards are coupled with internship performance

At Flipkart we miss no opportunity to celebrate our accomplishments. While we work hard, we party harder which helps us work hard again for new assignments. We call ourselves an incubator for engineers where you get all the optimal conditions to do and experience your best.